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ABSTRACT
Since the installation rate of the on-shore wind turbine has been gradually
decreased due to the technical and environmental problems such as the low-frequency
noise, the available space of installation and the public complaint, the new business
regarding to the large-scale wind farm would be a future barrier. Nonetheless, the
offshore energy business will be one of the best candidates for the future development
of energy harvesting, which is surely able to make a full size of stable facilities without
any distraction to the surroundings. As a preliminary research for studying the offshore
floating body, the experimental equipment was designed and built to simulate the wind
and wave in the ocean environment. In order to make a precision analysis of the force
and wave acting on the bodies, a wave maker was installed inside a water tank. The
combination of a water tank and a wave maker was used to generate the same
condition as the real ocean environment. A high speed camera and a wave level gauge
were used to measure the temporal wave motion and period. Based on the three
different period of time (short period – 0.939 seconds, 32mm height, medium – 1.141
seconds, 35mm height and long – 1.302 seconds, 30mm height), the different artificial
waves were successfully generated. The visualized waves captured by a high speed
camera are all sinusoidal and maintain its shapes around 4 seconds without a wave
absorber, but it was substantially improved when the wave absorber was installed.
1. INTRODUCTION
With the development of modern society, more and more energy is consumed and we
need to explore more energy for the years to come. As the science and technology
develop rapidly with each time, in addition, new environment-oriented energy sources are
being exploited due to the lack of fossil fuels (i.e., coals, petroleum and gas) and
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sometimes the serious impact on the public environment such as the BP oil spill
catastrophe in the Gulf of Mexico. In this stage, wind energy is one of the more promising
alternative energy sources and many scientists are currently in the development stages
of what promises to be the world's largest wind turbine in the off-shore as well as the onshore. Since the on-shore development of wind energy has been gradually decreased
due to the technical and environmental problems such as the low-frequency noise, the
available space of installation and the public complaint, the new business regarding to
the large-scale wind farm would be a future barrier. Nonetheless, the offshore energy
business will be one of the best candidates for the future development of energy
harvesting, which is surely able to make a full size of stable facilities without any
distraction to the surroundings.
In the off-shore wind development, the main study is highly focusing on the wind and
wave load of the floating body. In addition, the behavior of upper and lower platform is
very important to generate the stable energy from the oncoming wind. If the center of
buoyancy is below to center of gravity the body will tilt due to the wind or wave load so
that it is important to design the floating body has the center of buoyancy above the
center of gravity. Therefore, the performance study of floating body under a variety of
ocean environment is a prerequisite to operate the target floating body for a period.
The theoretical study of Bascom(1951) on the wave height against the water depth and
the frequency of on-coming wave was one of the first to establish the background on the
wave characteristics at near-shore, and Galvin(1964) built a wave maker and simulated
the wave theory, which makes a connection between the shape and stroke of the panel
(e.g., piston/flap type) and the characteristics of wave such as the water depth and wave
length. Since then, there has been a lot of work regarding to the wave theory. Recently,
Rahman et. al.(2006) suggested VOF(Volume Of Fluid) method to analyze numerically
the force acting the mooring cable and compared with the movement of the floating body
placed in the wave maker depending on the different shape of wave.
Regarding to the previous studies of off-shore floating structures both the theoretical
calculation and numerical analysis have been significantly improved, but the viscous fluid
force and the flow interference between fluid and floating body is not easy to make a
simple approximation so that it is important to consider the complicated motion of models
under the combined forces of wind and wave by using a scaled down test.
This preliminary study focuses on the fundamental research based on the movement of
floating body placed on the wave load as well as the wind load so that it would finally be
able to analyze the relationship between the wind and wave loads acting on it. In order to
understand the behavior of the floating body, a carefully designed wind-wave generator
was manufactured enabling to generate the wind and wave at a time. Due to the short
distance of the wave maker (i.e., 5m), the validity of the wave generation would be
questionable. Therefore, the reliability of the current facility was confirmed in this study.
There are several ways to evaluate the validity of the wave generation, i.e., wave length,
the durability of the wave and the similarity of wave shape. This study is based on these
assumptions and approaching methods.

2. Desig
gn of laboratory exp
periment
In order to simulate
s
th
he ocean e
environment such as
s the windd and wav
ve in the
laboratory, a wave
e tank was equipped with the wave genera
ator (Fig. 11). The size
e of wind
3
and wavve maker iss approximately 5000
0Lⅹ400Wⅹ700H mm
m . In orde r to move back
b
and
forward the flat panel
p
mak
king an occean wave
e, it directly connect
cts with a 5-phase
stepping
g motor wh
hich can be
e electrical ly controlle
ed by an AVR128 conntrol board
d.

Fig. 1 Th
he schema
atic view off the wind and wave generation
n tank
Fig. 2 sh
hows the snapshot
s
of the wave
e generatorr and the wave
w
absorrber. This device is
paramettrically testted in term
ms of leng th, size an
nd perform
mance so tthat they would
w
be
further a
applied for the practic
cal use of tthe floating
g body.

Fig. 2 T
The snapsh
hots of the wave gen
nerator (lefft) and the absorber (right) in the
t wave
maker
In orderr to visualizze the wav
ve motion a
and shape
e, a high-speed cameera was us
sed. The
frame ra
ate of the camera
c
wa
as 50 frame
es per sec
cond so tha
at the shappe of the wave
w
was
clearly ccaptured in
n terms of time. In ad
ddition, forr the precis
se measurrement, an
n artificial
mesh grrid was pla
aced on th
he side gla
ass plate and read ea
ach measuurement tim
me. (see
Fig. 3) A wave leve
el gauge (100mm) w
was also us
sed to compare the vvisualised data.
d

Fig. 3 T
The visualized image
es capture
ed by a high speed camera aat (a) the minimum
m
wave he
eight (left) (b)
( the max
ximum wavve height (right)
(
scussion
3. Results and dis
3.1. W
Wave heig
ght variation
n without w
wave absorber
In ord
der to und
derstand th
he characte
eristics of the wave, firstly, thee pure wav
ves were
generate
ed from th
he wave generator
g
without an
ny absorber. 3 diffeerent perio
ods were
generate
ed and captured by a high-sp eed CCD camera as shown inn Fig. 4 As
A clearly
shown in
n the figurre, the high
hest peak to peak wave
w
was about
a
35mm
m when th
he period
was 1.141s. Not surprisinglly, withoutt the wave
e absorberr, the wavve height gradually
g
es and hass a peak to
o peak valu
ue of around 32mm, and it dim
minishes du
ue to the
increase
wave disssipation. Since
S
the wave
w
prop
pagates into
o the one end
e to the other conttinuously,
the wate
er surface moves up
p and down
n in the sa
ame locatio
on such ass a standin
ng wave,
not a p
propagate wave. Therefore, in
n order to
o get a prropagate w
wave in th
his short
distance
e (i.e., aro
ound 5m), Galvin(19
964) sugge
ested that the longittudinal siz
ze of the
water tank should be 2-3 tim
mes longer tthan the le
ength of wa
ave(i.e., 1.33m).

emporal va
ariation of wave heig
ght withoutt the wave absorber captured by
b a high
Fig. 4 Te
speed camera.

To comp
pare with the
t data fro
om the hig
gh-speed camera,
c
the
e wave levvel gauge was
w also
used to find the precise
p
wav
ve height. The wave
e generatio
on was maade by the
e moving
panel w
with the pe
eriod of t=1.141s. Ass shown in the Fig. 5, the waave heightt has no
regular p
pattern and the enve
elope is grradually inc
creased du
ue to the rreflective wave
w
and
decreased after tu
urning off the
t wave maker (i.e
e., around 35 secondds). The maximum
m
peak to peak dista
ance was about
a
40m
mm. Compa
aring with the
t data fro
rom the hig
gh-speed
camera was at a glance
g
use
eful to visu alize the motion
m
proc
cess, and the figure shows a
good ag
greement.

Fig. 5 T
The tempo
oral variatio
on of wave height without the wave
w
absorrber capturred by a
llevel gauge
e
3.2. W
Wave heig
ght variation
n with the wave abso
orber
To ge
et rid of the undesira
able wave reflection, a wave ab
bsorber is placed in the
t other
end of th
he water ta
ank. Fig. 6 shows the
e same condition of wave
w
geneeration as shown
s
in
Fig.5, bu
ut with the wave abso
orber.

Fig. 6 The same as the Fig.5, but with the wave
w
absorrber.

In a sha
allow waterr, a simple theory by Galvin(1964) for the
e generatioon of waves can be
used to validate th
he current result. In fact, he re
eported tha
at the wateer displace
ed by the
wavema
aker should
d be equa
al to the ccrest volum
me of the propagatinng wave fo
orm. For
example
e, considerr a piston wavemake
w
r with a strroke S which is consttant over a depth h.
Thereforre, the volu
ume of wa
ater displacced over a whole stro
oke equalss Sⅹh (see
e Fig. 7).
In addition, the vollume of wa
ater in a wa
ave crest is
s defined as
a

∫

L/2

O

( H / 2) sin kxdxx = H / k so
o that we e
equate thes
se two volu
umes.
S×H =

H H ⎛L⎞ 2
(1)
= ⎜ ⎟
2 ⎝ 2 ⎠π
k

where tthe 2/π fa
actor repre
esents the
e ratio of the shade
ed area too the area of the
enclosin
ng rectangle. This equation also
o can be ex
xpressed in Eq. (2)

⎛H⎞
= k × h (2)
⎜ ⎟
⎝ S ⎠ piston

Fig. 7 Simplified
d shallow water
w
pisto
on-type wav
vemaker th
heory whe re the volu
ume of
waterr displaced equals the
e volume o
of water dis
splaced (D
Dean and D
Dalrymple, 1991)
alculated as
a follow,
Thus, L can be ca

H
= kh
S
0.02(m )
⎛ 2π ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟ × 0.32m
0.0113( m) ⎝ L ⎠
L = 1.144(m)
In order to evaluatte the theo
ory, a laserr distance sensor
s
was
s used to m
measure th
he stroke
of the board. In order to me
easure the waveleng
gth, a section paper w
was place
ed on the
g the final value of wave leng
gth L =1.33m. Thereffore, the
side of wave tank, yielding
experiment seemss to prove a consisten
nt result with the theo
ory.

Fig.8 sh
hows the wave height variattion again
nst a varie
ety of mootor pulse
e. In the
experiment, 3100(period T=
=1.121s), 3200(T=1.141s), 33
300(T=1.1441s) and 3400(T=
1.141s) pulses wa
as initially used,
u
and the param
metric study
y of the sttroke was made as
n Fig.9, wh
hich is the variation o
of the wave
e height ag
gainst the sstroke.
shown in

on againstt the differe
Fig. 8 Wave heiight variatio
ent motor ppulses

Fig. 9 Wave
W
heigh
ht variation against th
he period
Fig. 10 sshows the effect of the wave a
absorber. In the figure, the highhest wave height is
obtained
d at T=1.141s, and it clearly sshows tha
at the wave
e absorbeer has a significant
effect on
n making the regular wave. Afte
er turning off the wav
ve maker, the wave absorber
a
simply d
destroys th
he wave and
a
quick ly dissipattes the pe
eriodic moovement. However,
H
without the wave
e absorberr, the watter surface
e still con
ntinues to have an existing
oscillatio
on at a period of time and slow
wly diminis
sh. This re
esult showss that the reflected
wave ca
an be abssorbed very well in the shortt-distance wavemakker, and we
w finally
identify this short--distance wave
w
makke would be
b able to generate the wave and the
wave ab
bsorber abssorbs the reflected
r
w
wave throug
gh the exp
periment.

Fig. 10 Com
mparison be
etween me
ean wave heights
h
with and with out absorb
ber
4. CONC
CLUSION
In this sstudy, the wave
w
height and the
e wave length were measured
m
at a wide range of
stroke o
of wave ge
enerator. Comparing
C
with previious studie
es the meaasured datta are all
similar u
under the same con
ndition succh as wave
e period, water
w
deptth and stro
oke. It is
certain tthat the wave
w
absorrber reducces the undesirable wave and dissipates
s quickly
small flu
uctuating wave
w
in this
s short dis tance wav
ve tank. Th
he results aare summa
arized as
follows:
1) A high speed camera
c
and
d a wave llevel gauge are appllied to meaasure the temporal
wave motion an
nd the period. Based
d on three different period
p
of ti me (short period –
0.939
9 seconds,, 32mm he
eight, med
dium – 1.141 second
ds, 35mm height and long –
1.302
2 secondss, 30mm height), tthe differe
ent artificial waves are suc
ccessfully
generrated.
2) Witho
out the wave
w
absorrber, the w
wave tank
k generate
es an irreggular wav
ve in the
chann
nel. The irrregular wav
ve has a ra
ange of wa
ave height from 15mm
m to 23mm
m.
3) With tthe wave absorber,
a
the
t peak to
o peak disttance of the regular w
wave was 23mm at
1.16ss. In additio
on, this reg
gular wave remains well
w at certa
ain period of time.
4) Finallly, this sho
ort-distance wave m
make would
d be able to
t generatte the prop
per wave
and th
he wave absorber ab
bsorbs the reflected wave
w
throu
ugh the expperiment.
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